THE CUT OF THE ARTIST:
Welcome to the operating theatre of darkness and light: an
ambiguous space of both surgery and performance which we are
invited to enter through nine large window-like images by Nina
Sellars. With Oblique, Sellars stages surgery as a theatrical act.
Her photographs evoke the ambivalence of public autopsies and
surgeries, which used to be held in medical anatomy and
operating theatres not only for the benefit of medical students
but also for the interest and pleasure of wealthy citizens.
However, Sellars does more than just put on an ‘edutainment’
show for her contemporaries who still remain intrigued by the
human body and the processes of its transformation. She
actually joins the team of (invisible) surgeons in instantiating a
series of cuts and incisions, by means of which she brings forth
a unique event: a two-tiered, material-visual operation on an
apparently disembodied arm and a seemingly displaced ear.
Herself an experienced prosector as well as a mixed-media
artist, Sellars thus revisits the age-old practice of barbersurgeons, marginal figures within the history of the profession of
medicine who have nevertheless been instrumental to the radical
opening up, on both a physical and conceptual level, of the
human body. With Oblique, a photographic art project which
entails enclosing, freezing and carving the body into a particular
form, she repeats the surgeon’s master ‘cut’ with the click of the
shutter which frames and fragments the body spectacle at hand.
The doubling of ‘the cut’ within this body of work – from that of
the surgeon’s scalpel, making incisions in the arm which
functions as a focal point for the images, to that of the artist’s
camera, carving out a moment in space and time while also
cutting out this particular operating scene for us in a certain way
so that all we can see is an arm, a few pairs of hands and a shaft
of light - creates theatrical tension between medical and artistic
intervention. It also introduces a gap between necessity and
ornamentation, between lack and excess.
We can perhaps imagine Sellars’ Oblique to be a restaging and a
simultaneous multiplication of Rembrandt’s famous The
Anatomy Lesson of Dr Nicolaes Tulp: the chiaroscuro colour
template and the anatomic curiosity of the photographs easily
encourage such a comparison. But there is another, more
fundamental level at which Sellars puts her ‘cut’ to work. In
Rembrandt, the audience gathered around the operating table to
examine the muscle structure on the cadaver consists of darkly
clad gentlemen, curiously poring over the body specimen. They
are thus participating not only in a hands-on anatomy class but
also in a metaphysical moment of literally trying to grasp ‘the
other side’, to touch death with their hands. Something very
different happens in Oblique, however. The close-up
photographic technique cuts out not only the audience that may
or may not have been gathered around the operating table on
which someone is having an ear surgically constructed on their
arm – a rather unusual bodily intervention that implicitly asks
for an audience because it is in itself a form of spectacle. It also
excises the surgeons performing the procedure, turning the
operation into an other-bodied dance of hands and arms.

SELLARS’ ANATOMY LESSON The audience, of course, does not disappear from this spectacle
altogether. In the age of makeover TV and ubiquitous plastic
surgery – we can think here of shows such as ABC’s Extreme
Makeover, MTV’s I Want a Famous Face and Fox’s The Swan,
or TV series such as Nip/Tuck - the spectators are already part
of the picture, whether they are represented in the actual
photographs or not. Indeed, viewers of mediatised body
makeovers are not just watching the transformation of others
but are also themselves actively taking on their bodily wounds
and corporeal metamorphoses. Such an audience is almost
beyond representation: it goes far beyond the select few – be it
the observers of the dissection in Rembrandt’s painting or
regular visitors to art galleries - to include all the transnational
media viewers, exposed to twenty-first century anatomy lessons
via franchised programmes that turn the surgeon’s cut into
popular entertainment. 1
In psychoanalysis, the cut symbolises castration, which Slavoj
!i"ek in his interpretation of contemporary bodily modification
practices translates into a desire to disentangle oneself from
authoritarian ties imposed by what he calls the big Other, and
an effort to re-establish a certain kind of individualism, outside
the constraints of the symbolic order. 2 Sellars’ project literally
cuts across this fantasy of individualisation. What Sellars
therefore offers us with Oblique is a series of TV screens which
are subversively hung as mirrors. Ron Burnett suggests that
‘viewing is about the desire to enter into the screen and become
a part of the images and to experience stories from within the
settings made possible by technology’. 3 Watching the surgery
we are also getting a glimpse into our own desire for the cut of
the other, for his or her suffering, but also for the ultimate
transformation and closure that sews up the cut and heals the
(psychic and real) wound. The visible surgical tools and the
implied camera equipment function as cutting devices for a
self on the way to individualisation via self-incision and
self-revelation.
In the early 1990s the French performance artist Orlan broke
the taboo against the public opening up of the body with her
Reincarnation of St Orlan plastic surgery project when she
staged her operations in art galleries, with the camera capturing
every cut to her face, the detachment of the skin from her head,
the slow coming apart of her ‘mask’. Orlan’s performances
have now been overshadowed by the far more gory and far
more detailed exposition of the surgeon’s cut in TV makeover
shows. What is more, the radicality of Orlan’s project has been
overcome by the reduction of ‘the cut’ to a mere stage on the
way to ‘the stitch’, i.e. a better representation and a fantasy of
arriving at the fullness of one’s being. Sellars, in turn, seems to
be embracing ‘the cut’ as a positive condition of one’s insertion
into the world. The way she casts light and shadow in her
photographs does allow us to see the open body, but it also
prompts us to look obliquely at the processes of its constitution.
Rather than trying to overcome or suture the wound all too
quickly, her images dwell on it, repeatedly, obsessively.
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In this way, they foreground what Parveen Adams has called
‘the emptiness of the image, not the triumph of completeness
that the dominion of the image seeks to induce’. 4
We could therefore suggest that Sellars’ project involves the
staging of an anatomy lesson for the media age. It is a lesson in
which the processes of both production and representation have
become much more mechanical, and in which agency has been
redistributed amongst different, human and non-human agents –
including cameras, large-format printers but also cannulae,
sutures and scissors. Oblique therefore provides a glimpse into
what the philosopher Bernard Stiegler has called the originary
technicity of the human, where tekhn! actively brings forth
humanity, rather than being only a promise or a threat to
it. 5 Significantly, in Sellars’ anatomy class the surgery is
distinctly direction-less. Unable to trace the master hand of the
surgeon, we are exposed instead to the medusa-like network of
cyborg-like, featureless, latex-gloved hands. As in Rembrandt’s
Anatomy Lesson, the body is the centre of each image here but
what we are looking at with Oblique is a disassembled body, a
body with organs in wrong places, an arm with an ear. Perhaps
what these images actually depict is some sort of multi-limbed
mutant surgeon – a self-mutilator who is folding upon himself
in a bizarre act of self-creation.
The rich visual connotations opened up by the images are
nevertheless anchored by the exhibition’s subtitle. We learn that
these are in fact images from Stelarc’s Extra Ear surgery, a
project in which this well-known Australian artist is
constructing an ear on his arm with a view to exploring what he
terms ‘alternate bodily architectures’. By using this project as
raw material for her work, Sellars playfully mobilises the
strategy of remediation: she is trying to ‘achieve immediacy by
ignoring or denying the presence of the medium and the act of
mediation’ 6 on the level of the photographs’ content, while also
foregrounding the mediation processes via their screen-like
framing. In doing all this, she draws on the cinematic technique
of montage, remediating a classical painting which she then
multiplies into a kind of film strip. Even if we agree that
Sellars’ work is a way of holding up a mirror to our own
narcissism, our makeover culture-fuelled desire to see ‘beyond
the surface’ of the other, or a screen for the projection of our
fantasy of completeness, her project also resists and undoes this
tendency towards narcissistic incorporation. In the matt texture
of their paper, the tenebrist tonality of their surface and the
materiality of their box frames, Sellars’ photographs possess a
non-human agency of their own, which they unwittingly
mobilise to take away what Victor Burgin calls ‘our command
of the scene’. Burgin writes: ‘To remain long with a single
image is to risk the loss of our imaginary command of the look,
to relinquish it to that absent other to whom it belongs by right
– the camera. The image then no longer receives our look,
reassuring us of our founding centrality, it rather, as it were,
avoids our gaze, confirming its allegiance to the other’. 7

In allowing ourselves to be seen by Sellars’ surgery scene, by
being exposed to the gaping hole in the arm, the spectators
are participating in their own undoing, in letting it happen to
them. The images play with depth, promising a closure they
cannot yield. This is their ultimate victory but it is also a
moment when the look can return to the viewer(s) – who, as a
reward for relinquishing the desire to master it, will be
presented with their own restoration. The pleasure of looking
at Oblique is thus ultimately the pleasure of survival, of
getting over ‘the cut’. It combines the scopophilic horror
evoked by the object of desire – the other’s body, the ear,
immortality itself - with the narcissistic reconfirmation of the
ego that has not been cut open, that is recuperated in this
warped re-enactment of the mirror-stage scene where the self
can say: ‘This is not me’; ‘I have not been cut’. But it also
provides a safe entry point for consciously taking on the self’s
experience of mediation and fragmentation, with any
potential psychosis being transformed into art.
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